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Abstract

Synthetic mooring ropes have a proven track record of use in harsh operating conditions over the past two decades. As one of the main users of ropes for permanent mooring systems, the oil and gas industry has opted for these components because they possess performance characteristics and economies of scale which are in many respects superior to steel components. Given this accrued experience, it is unsurprising that several marine renewable energy (MRE) device developers have utilised synthetic ropes, motivated by the need to specify economical, reliable and durable mooring systems. Whilst these components are potentially an enabling technology for the MRE sector, this is a new field of application which can feature highly dynamic mooring tensions and consequently existing certification practices may not be directly applicable. Based on the expertise of the authors, this paper provides a state-of-the-art overview of synthetic ropes in the context of MRE mooring systems, including key information about aspects of specification (performance attributes, classification and testing) as well as application (installation, degradation, maintenance, inspection and decommissioning). It is the intention of this review to provide valuable insight for device developers who are considering using ropes in the specification of fit for purpose mooring systems.
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1. Introduction

Floating marine renewable energy (MRE) devices require permanent mooring systems which are able to keep the device on station whilst minimising the combined effects of wave, wind and current loads on the system. To date the majority of MRE device concepts proposed are at the early stages of development (defined by Technology Readiness Levels 1-3 [1]) and only a few designs have reached pre-commercial development status following prototype sea trials (TRLs 7-8). Due to the lack of deployment experience and in the absence of specific guidance [2], predictably a cautious approach to mooring system design is currently adopted based on existing certification guidelines and recommended practices developed primarily for the offshore oil and gas industry (e.g. Refs. [3–5]). The approaches to mooring system design contained within these documents are conservative because the consequences of mooring system failure range from interruption of operations to loss of life or environmental disaster. As a result, large factors of safety are used in the specification of mooring components and often redundancy is built into the mooring system to prevent loss of station-keeping ability in the event of mooring line failure [6]. Whilst the failure of a mooring line or anchor could lead to catastrophic loss of the MRE device (e.g. the Oceanlinx MK3PC system in 2010 [7]), the consequences of such an event occurring are generally lower for MRE devices and therefore reliance on existing standards could lead to mooring system designs which are unsuitable for this application. The capital cost alone of a mooring system represents a significant portion of the overall expenditure of the device (estimated to be up to 10% [8]), which is less easily absorbed by the revenue generated from the sale of energy compared to a fully operational oil or gas platform [9]. In order to ensure progress through the ‘valley of death’ stage of commercial development, MRE device developers must therefore balance the competing requirements of designing robust and reliable mooring systems whilst exploring pathways to reducing capital, operation and maintenance costs. Innovation and the use of alternative materials have been identified as two ways to achieve this goal [8, 10].

Synthetic fibre ropes are potentially an enabling technology for the cost effective design of MRE mooring systems. To provide insight for device developers and operators, a pertinent review of several key aspects is provided in this paper, including performance and durability attributes, classification and testing, in addition to installation and decommissioning considerations. Since the first
use of nylon ropes for towing applications in the 1950s and initial tests of aramid mooring ropes in the 1980s [11], synthetic ropes have been used in a wide range of demanding surface and subsea applications. Adoption of these materials has been driven by favourable cost, physical property and performance attributes and these criteria have become increasingly important for fossil fuel exploration in ultra deepwater (> 2000 m). At these depths significant weight and cost penalties are incurred if steel mooring components such as chain and stranded wire rope are exclusively used [12]. Due to the prevalent use of synthetic materials in the offshore industry, several MRE device developers are known to have used, be currently using or considering using synthetic ropes including (but not limited to) Carnegie Wave Energy’s CETO device, Pelamis Wave Power’s P2 device, Ocean Power Technologies’ PowerBuoy and the Hywind floating wind turbine [13–16]. Because the design requirements of MRE mooring systems are unique, detailed investigation, as well as offshore experience, will be required before widespread adoption and certification is realised for this new application.

2. Specification

2.1. Synthetic ropes as mooring system components

A significant number of spread mooring systems for vessels (e.g. Floating Production, Storage and Offloading; FPSO) and offshore platforms (e.g. Mobile Offshore Drilling Units; MODUs) utilise synthetic fibre ropes for large sections of mooring lines. Worldwide annual rope production is not easily quantified, but in 2004 it was estimated to be worth around $1.6 billion [17]. The selection of these materials over steel chains and wires is motivated by several key factors. Synthetic materials display time-dependent viscoelastic and viscoplastic behaviour [e.g. Figure 1] which is dependent on previous load history as well as the applied mean load, load amplitude (and to a lesser extent) load rate [18, 19]. Comparatively these materials display greater compliance or lower axial stiffness than steel components with non-linear, viscoelastic load-extension behaviour. They also possess the ability to absorb energy during cyclic loading (as described by Johannsen et al. in Ref. [20]) and this is of particular importance in the case of rapidly applied snatch loads. In this scenario a component constructed from an inelastic material would experience much greater peak loads than one manufactured from a compliant material (e.g. differences of up to 20% were noted for a WEC configuration by Kerrane et al. in Ref. [21]). Under the application of a constant load, extension or ‘creep’ occurs, with recovery taking place if the load is reduced. These two mechanisms occur immediately or after a short delay and are indicated as (C) for creep and (D) for recovery in Figure 1. The initial loading of a newly manufactured rope will result in permanent extension (indicated as (E) in Figure 1), partly due to the viscoplastic response of the material but also due to rearrangement of the rope structure. Because of this, tension-tension tests usually commence with a number of ‘bedding-in’ cycles to allow ropes to be tested at a known state. During dynamic loading, energy absorption and dissipation (or hysteretic damping) are displayed, indicated as (B) in Figure 1.

![Figure 1: Load-extension behaviour of a new nylon mooring rope sample subjected to 10 cycles of bedding-in from tests reported in Ref. [18]. The occurrence of extension during initial loading (A), hysteresis during cycling (B), creep (C), recovery (D) and permanent extension (E) are shown.](image-url)

Synthetic ropes do not suffer from corrosion problems and possess greater tension fatigue (e.g. Figure 2), out-of-plane loading and torsion performance than steel components [22, 6, 10, 23]. Since 2001 several steel component failures have resulted in major permanent mooring incidents [24]. Indeed, the only fibre rope failure reported in Ref. [24] was caused by a significant increase in load due to the failure of two adjacent chains combined with the fact that the rope had been previously damaged by a steel wire [25, 26]. Banfield et al. demonstrated experimentally in Ref. [27] that polyester ropes can have a fatigue life which was 50 times greater than steel wire rope. Furthermore synthetic materials have a lower density than steel and therefore lower capacity connecting hardware and structural bracing can be specified. This, combined with a typically low cost per unit length means that synthetic ropes can contribute to the design of economical MRE mooring systems, as highlighted for several layouts by Ridge et al. in Ref. [10]. Further component cost savings may be achievable through economies of scale for large scale array deployments comprising many 100s of MRE devices [28] and these layouts may also permit shared mooring and foundation infrastructure (e.g. Ref. [29]).
For spread catenary systems the low density of synthetic ropes necessitates the use of ground chains to provide sufficient horizontal and vertical restoring forces in order to keep the equipment on station. This configuration also prevents the ropes from coming into contact with the seabed which could result in abrasion of the outer rope strands unless protection is provided (as found on ‘mudline’ ropes [30]). Contact of the rope with the seabed is unlikely with a taut-moored system, in which ropes can be used for large sections of each line. The compliance of a catenary system is provided by the material properties of the mooring components and line geometry. The compliance of a taut-moored system is provided exclusively by line extension and hence this type of system allows for a lower range of horizontal and vertical device excursions than a catenary mooring system. Furthermore taut mooring lines may be susceptible to velocity induced vibration (VIV) in high flow environments, however long-term studies conducted for the oil and gas industry have concluded that this is not an issue for polyester ropes. For ropes constructed from high modulus materials the possibility of compressive strains occurring in terminations requires consideration at the design stage. The damping properties of synthetic ropes may mitigate the effects of VIV induced loading on fatigue wear, but this requires further study.

Of the numerous MRE device concepts which have been either been proposed or developed, most have included recognisable catenary or taut mooring configurations (or variants thereof [31]). Whilst conventional mooring system designs are broadly applicable to MRE devices (Figure 3), this is a new area of application in which the requirements of the mooring system are potentially very different from existing offshore applications due to operating water depth, dynamic response characteristics, consequence of mooring line failure in addition to the mass and size of the moored equipment. Broadly MRE devices can be placed into two categories: i) devices which are reliant on a platform for stability and ii) devices where energy conversion is dependent on the motion of the entire device. The first category includes MRE devices comprising large floating structures, such as multi-use platforms (e.g. the Poseidon Floating Power Plant [32]). These devices have similar station-keeping requirements to offshore oil and gas equipment, which are designed to have natural periods which avoid environmental excitation in order to provide safe operating conditions (Figure 4). Whilst the requirement to keep the device on-station is also important for smaller structures such as floating tidal turbines (e.g. Scotenewables’ SR2000 [33]), the mooring systems of these devices are subject to significantly different loads and therefore the similarities between these two applications are limited. The second category includes motion-dependent devices such as wave energy converters (WECS). These devices are designed to have natural periods which correspond with dominant first-order wave excitation periods in order to maximise energy absorption for electricity production or water desalination. WECS responses which are close to resonant in one or more modes of motion may display complex motions [34, 35] and highly dynamic mooring system loads if there is strong device-mooring system response coupling [36, 37]. Consideration of dynamic responses is especially important if the mooring system is an integral part of the power take-off system. Indeed it is possible that the mooring system could adversely influence energy extraction, or conversely it may be feasible to tune the response of a WEC by utilising synthetic ropes with particular attributes, such as
axial stiffness and damping.

Figure 4: Indicative natural periods of spar, semi-submersible and tension leg platforms (TLPs). Values are taken from Ref. [38].

2.2. Attributes

Ropes have been manufactured for over two thousand years, with evidence of plant fibre constructions (i.e., flax and papyrus) used in Mesopotamia around 700 BC [17]. Widespread use of natural fibres persisted until DuPont, motivated by the need to achieve predictable fibre performance, invented nylon 6,6 in 1935. Commercial production of nylon 6,6 was bolstered by the demand for parachute cords and aircraft tyres during World War II [39] and in direct competition another polyamide, nylon 6, was developed by IG Farben soon after. Following nylon, polyester was synthesised about ten years later with fibres commercialised by ICI and DuPont. Nylon and polyester are the most commonly used materials for mooring applications which require moderately high strength and ductility. Polyethylene ropes (polyethylene and polypropylene) are also used in some marine applications and possess similar stiffness characteristics to nylon and polyester, but have poor cyclic loading performance and are susceptible to ultraviolet (UV) light degradation. For taut-mooring applications which require components with a tensile strength comparable to steel but a significantly lower submerged weight, high modulus high tenacity materials (HM-HT) such as high modulus polyethylene (HMPE), liquid crystal polymer (LCP, e.g. Vectran®) and aramid tend to be used. Copolymerisation or co-extrusion of several polymers (e.g. the combined extrusion of polypropylene and polyethylene) to obtain desirable performance characteristics have both received some attention, but few commercially available examples exist.

To provide a qualitative means of comparing the characteristics of synthetic materials, five materials which potentially could be used for MRE mooring applications are listed in Table 1, with typical stress-strain performance plotted in Figure 5. In comparison to steel these materials have very high strength to weight ratios (or tenacity) and are almost neutrally buoyant in seawater. In addition to reducing the pretension of the mooring system, the use of low density materials means that handling and lifting operations can be conducted with lower capacity equipment and smaller vessels. Based on extensive use in permanent and single point mooring (SPM) systems, it is likely that ropes constructed from polyester and nylon will be used for MRE mooring systems which require compliant mooring lines. Polyester absorbs very little water, however the strength of nylon reduces with water absorption, typically by around 10% [17, 41]. The structure of both materials is affected by elevated temperatures (above 200°C), however this is unlikely to be an issue in offshore applications unless extreme localised heat generation occurs (discussed in Section 3.2). All of the polymers listed in this section are based on petroleum by-products and their production has an associated environmental impact. For example in order to synthesise nylon 6,6 adipic acid is used, the production of which involves the emission of nitrous oxide (a greenhouse gas). Whilst lower environmental impact methods of polymer synthesis have been demonstrated (e.g. Ref. [42]) it may be some time before these production methods can be applied to the manufacture of fibres for offshore mooring ropes.

![Graph showing stress-strain behaviour of various materials](image)

Figure 5: Comparison between typical fibre stress-strain behaviour. Note that these are families of available fibre types and the graph is based on tests conducted by the authors on low twist yarn samples. For each type various grades with a range of properties are commercially available.

Modern offshore mooring ropes are constructed from multi-filament yarns which are composed of twisted fibres ranging in diameter from 10 to 50μm (fibre diameters range from 0.2 to 0.5mm for monofilament yarns [17]). The
properties of synthetic materials used in fibre ropes include a wide range of stress-strain ranges. In Figure 5 Pentex® is also included because it has broadly similar properties to polyester (apart from a higher modulus) and may be used for mooring applications in the future [43]. Most ropes are constructed in hierarchical levels (e.g. fibres-yarns-yarn assemblies-strands-subropes-rope). Plaited and single or double braid constructions comprising 8x to 12x strands are widely used as they are straightforward to splice and are usually torque balanced to prevent twisting during loading. Constructions with a low helical twist angle are utilised for high load applications with multiple braided assemblies or subropes surrounded by a filtration screen and protective braided jacket to prevent abrasion or damage of the internal rope elements. Filtration screens have also been successfully used on braided ‘mudline’ ropes installed 30 m into the seabed [30]. Eye splices are typically used to terminate the rope and provide a means of connection to hardware such as shackles, thimbles and swivels, with a metal eye or protective sheath used to mitigate abrasion or rust contamination of the load bearing elements of the rope. To ensure that the load bearing elements of the rope share the load evenly, manufacturers follow standard design and test procedures for spliced terminations (e.g. Refs. [44, 45]).

Although there are clear differences in the performance of synthetic materials at a fibre level, construction also plays a key role in the characteristics of an assembled rope. This is illustrated by the lead-to-failure tests of two new nylon constructions (double-braid and 8-strand plait constructions) reported in Ref. [17] in which significant differences between the break load, extension and axial stiffness characteristics of the samples were noted. Hybrid ropes are an extension of this idea, in which several constructions are combined (e.g. a parallel subrope core surrounded by a braid-on-braid outer) or alternatively fibres from two or more materials are used to construct yarns. Currently there are several novel constructions in the early stages of development that combine conventional rope making techniques with unconventional materials (e.g. elastomers) to provide favourable performance characteristics such as increased compliance. The Exeter Tether is one such construction which is in development and has been patented by the University of Exeter [46] with several prototypes manufactured in collaboration with Lankhorst Ropes for proof of concept testing [47].

### Table 1: Selected properties of synthetic materials which could potentially be used for MRE mooring systems, with steel included for reference (all values are from Ref. [17] apart from Vectran® HT [40]. Moisture levels are specified at 65% relative humidity at 20 °C (note: the modulus and tenacity of nylon 6 are lower when wet).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Property</th>
<th>Nylon 6</th>
<th>Polyester</th>
<th>Vectran® HT</th>
<th>Aramid</th>
<th>HMPE</th>
<th>Steel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Density (g/cm²)</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>1.38</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>7.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Melting point (°C)</td>
<td>218</td>
<td>258</td>
<td>400 (char)</td>
<td>500 (decomposes)</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modulus (N/tex)</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenacity (mN/tex)</td>
<td>840</td>
<td>820</td>
<td>2286</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>3500</td>
<td>330</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Break extension (%)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>2 (yield point)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Moisture (%)</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
<td>1-7</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

2.3. Classification and Testing

To ensure that a mooring system is fit for purpose, the load bearing capacity and durability of all components (including synthetic ropes) must be sufficient for the expected operating conditions. The standard approach to mooring system design developed for the oil and gas industry can be found in certification guidance produced by agencies such as Det Norske Veritas, Bureau Veritas and the American Petroleum Institute (e.g. Refs. [3, 5, 4]). In Ref. [3] appropriate load safety factors are defined in terms of three scenarios: ultimate limit state (ULS), fatigue limit state (FLS) and accident limit state (ALS) and the respective consequence of a failure occurring. As mentioned in Section 1, the consequence of a loss of station-keeping ability for oil and gas exploration equipment is potentially more significant than the consequence of MRE mooring system failure. This crucial difference has been addressed in guidance produced for MRE devices through modified consequence criteria and limit states [48-51]. However because this guidance refers back to procedures developed for the offshore petroleum industry, this approach is still largely conservative and uncertainties exist regarding device dynamics and load cases as well as the contribution of component reliability to device availability [2]. Following a conventional approach to mooring system design could lead to the specification of systems for MRE devices which have high lifecycle costs and onerous maintenance requirements. This concern has prompted alternative approaches
to be suggested, such as the use of standards developed for fish farms [9], however these may not be entirely suitable as this equipment is usually moored in sheltered locations. As highlighted in Section 2.1, this issue is further complicated by the variety of MRE device concepts proposed. It is likely that mooring system certification guidance for devices comprising large floating platforms will be similar to standards recently developed for floating wind turbines (e.g. Ref. [51]). Separate guidance will need to be developed for motion-dependent devices to cater for the unique load cases experienced by MRE mooring systems including the need for relevant limit states for devices with single mooring lines (e.g. CETO [13]). A shared approach to consequence based design may be possible for both MRE device categories, perhaps drawing upon the safety levels specified in Refs. [51] and [48].

Guidance documents for the use and testing of synthetic ropes have been developed over the past 25 years through several prominent joint industry projects (JIPs) and testing programmes, such as the DeepStar consortium [52], Norwegian and French projects [53]. Increased confidence in their use has led to safety factors being brought in-line with those specified for other mooring components. Generic guidance regarding manufacturing, quality control, testing, design and classification aspects can be found in Refs. [54, 44, 55, 45, 56–59], with guidance for more specific applications, such as SPM hawser also available (e.g. Ref. [60]).

The majority of synthetic rope tests are conducted by research institutes and rope manufacturers using tension testing machines. This equipment enables the load bearing capacity as well as the operational and fatigue performance of rope samples to be determined in a controlled laboratory environment (e.g. Figure 6a and b) with tests conducted either dry or wet. In the latter case, following a period of soaking samples are either sprayed with water during testing or submerged (i.e. the Dynamic Marine Component (DMaC) test facility; Figure 6b). Smaller tension testing equipment is used for yarn and fibre testing (e.g. Figures 6c and d). The principle rope tests which are used to define rope characteristics and long-term performance are outlined in guidelines such as API RP 2SM [44] (listed in Table 2). Similar test procedures can be found in the DNV-OS-E303 guidelines [45] which also include performance characterisation based on 3-Ts: tension, time and temperature. Of particular interest to the design of MRE mooring systems is the load-extension behaviour of the sample subjected to static or dynamic loading, because the axial stiffness of each rope will contribute to the total compliance of the mooring system. Sample extension is usually measured directly using a linear or pull-wire trans-
ducer clamped to the free length of the rope in-between the splices. Load-to-failure (or break) tests are conducted on samples in order to determine the minimum break load (MBL) of the rope [54, 61, 44]. Despite slight differences, all break test procedures commence with at least one bedding-in cycle up 50% MBL before being loaded until failure at a constant load rate. To avoid equipment damage, it is not possible to directly measure extension of the sample during failure tests and instead a video-extensometry system must be used (e.g. Ref. [62]). To represent in-service aging, dynamic load tests are conducted to determine the tensile and compression fatigue life of components. The widely used thousand cycle load level, TCLL test procedure [60] comprises 1000 load cycles at several load levels, starting at a load range of 2-50% MBL. Yarn-on-yarn cyclic tests are also conducted to determine the effectiveness of friction-reducing marine finishes [63, 10] using the equipment shown in Figure 6d). In addition, experimental studies such as those conducted by Derombise et al. [64] and Weller et al. [65] have investigated the long-term behaviour of seawater-aged fibres, focusing on aramid and nylon respectively. In Ref. [64] accelerated tests were conducted at different temperatures with results integrated into a creep model [66]. Comparative dynamic tension-tension rope and accelerated yarn-on-yarn tests were conducted on new and aged samples in Ref. [65] to investigate the effect of aging on component performance and durability.

Due to the non-linear, transient nature of rope responses, the selection of loading regimes used to characterise the behaviour of samples is non-trivial and must be representative of the stochastic loads expected in service [67]. Hence, the standard practice of applying thousands of harmonic load cycles to samples in order to determine material properties or to inform fatigue life calculations is debatable for MRE applications in which device responses and mooring loads are highly irregular (of varying amplitude, phase and mean load). An alternative approach could be the application of load cases based on measurements recorded in-service [68, 18, 65]. Certification guidance such as [44, 3] specifies the use of non-linear load-extension characteristics in mooring system analyses. Whilst this can be implemented in most commercial simulation packages, this will not fully account for the viscoelastic, viscoplastic and time-dependent response of ropes, including hysteretic damping which may be necessary for MRE mooring system analyses [36, 20, 69]. For increased accuracy, such software must be coupled with sophisticated modelling tools (e.g. Ref. [70]) or look-up tables which comprise rope properties for different loading conditions. As part of FLS analyses, damage accumulation methods (such as the Palmgren-Miner rule) are commonly used with fatigue life curves (i.e. Figure 2) to estimate the remaining life of the component for a given set of expected loading conditions. Fatigue curves and curve parameters are available for materials in general use (e.g. the creep of HMPE [54, 44], as well as the tensile fatigue life of polyester [27, 3] and nylon [10]). The applicability of Miner’s summation to nylon ropes is the subject of ongoing studies. The test programmes conducted to-date have demonstrated that the scatter in rope properties is typically insignificant during the useful life of the component and only increases at the very end of its life (i.e. beyond retirement, as discussed in Section 3.3). For example, during the study reported in Ref. [27] repeated tests on polyester samples displayed very low coefficients of variation (from 6 to 30% which is very low for repeated fatigue tests), with similar findings noted for nylon samples in Ref. [10]. It is acknowledged that rope constructions featuring high helix angles, inadequate marine finishes or those subject to particulate ingress will be susceptible to high internal wear and thus rope property scatter can become large.

3. Application of Synthetic Ropes

The correct utilisation of synthetic ropes is critical for their long-term durability and load bearing capacity. In this section information is provided to aid the planning of installation, maintenance and decommissioning procedures.

3.1. Installation

During installation efforts should be made to mitigate the risk of rope damage occurring due to exposure to extreme temperatures, degrading chemicals, foreign particulates, UV light as well as cuts or abrasion caused by contact with auxiliary equipment. The susceptibility of synthetic ropes to these mechanisms is discussed in the next section. The installation of synthetic mooring ropes as part of a device deployment or recovery will require careful planning, with contingency factored in for unexpected events, including the failure of equipment and sudden weather or sea-state changes. Although the procedural requirements
for MRE installations are unique and device specific, it is prudent to refer to existing storage, handling, transportation and installation guidance produced for the offshore industry (e.g. Refs. [44, 54, 45, 3]). For example, the use of staggered deployments, such as pre-laying and ‘buoying off’ the mooring system [71] prior to device deployment to reduce weather window vulnerability. Remotely operated underwater vehicles (ROVs) can be used to monitor the rope twist and line straightness during line spooling [6]. As highlighted in Section 2.1, the structure of a newly manufactured rope will rearrange when it is first loaded. To settle the rope structure and therefore prevent permanent extension of the rope occurring in-service (which could lead to a detrimental reduction in mooring system stiffness) it will be necessary to carry out bedding-in during deployment because it is unlikely that MRE devices will have integrated re-tensioning equipment. The process of pre-tensioning using an anchor handling vessel could be carried out during anchor or foundation installation, for example during drag anchor embedment (as illustrated in Figure 7).

Figure 7: Schematic of fibre rope (blue line) pre-tensioning procedure carried out with an anchor handling vessel and detachable chain (red line). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure caption, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.)

3.2. Degradation mechanisms

The structural properties of synthetic rope will evolve over time and these changes are dependent on a number of factors, including load history (and mode of loading), environmental exposure and handling. As summarised in Table 3 certain materials are more durable with respect to particular degradation mechanisms than others. There are several well-studied mechanisms [72, 17] which can potentially reduce the operational lifetime of synthetic ropes and contribute to a loss in residual strength: fatigue (tension and compression), particulate ingress and abrasion, hysteretic heating, UV light, creep, wet/dry cycling and snatch loading. Predicting the long-term effects of these mechanisms is key to assessing component reliability. In addition to the FLS analysis techniques introduced in Section 2.3, a number of complex modelling tools have been developed to investigate several rope degradation mechanisms including constitutive models, spring-dashpot-ratchet or slider models and finite element models (see Table 3). To-date these approaches have been mainly used in isolation and a limited number of studies have been published which have demonstrated integration with sophisticated mooring analysis tools (e.g. Ref. [70]).

Tension-tension fatigue is an effect caused by wear occurring due to friction between adjacent fibres during repeated load cycling [77, 65]. The ingress of particles of grit, debris and marine species into the rope structure will accelerate wear from fibre-on-fibre friction and even fibre cutting may occur if hard-shelled species (e.g. mussels, limpets and barnacles) are able to penetrate inside [72]. Certain rope constructions comprising stiff materials (such as aramid and to a much lesser extent HMPE) are susceptible to compression fatigue occurring during low or zero loads. In this situation unloaded fibres buckle and become fatigue concentrations if the buckling point is flexed regularly. Abrasion or snagging of strands or yarns caused by the rope rubbing against other components or hardware can be prevented by the use of non-load bearing woven jackets or polyethylene coatings (which also provide a smooth surface preventing the adhesion of marine growth). Gradual extension through creep could result in the station-keeping abilities of the mooring system to be reduced and this phenomenon has been studied for materials such as polyester [80]. In extreme cases creep can result in the failure of HMPE ropes [75], however new grades have been developed with reduced creep characteristics [81]. Mooring ropes which are partially submerged will be subjected to wetting and drying cycles (i.e. the surface buoy line shown in Figure 3) and a build up of salt crystals could be an abrasive medium between contacting fibres, reducing the fatigue performance of the rope [82]. The development of marine finishes and micron-level filtration screens (to prevent the ingress of abrasive material [83, 84]) have led to significant increases in the fatigue performance of synthetic ropes [30]. It is therefore recommended that these are considered for MRE mooring applications. Internal heating is caused by the hysteretic response of viscoelastic materials and slip occurring between fibres. When the rate of heat transfer from localised ‘hot spots’ to the exterior of the rope is insufficient the properties of the fibre will change and in extreme cases peeling of the fibre surfaces and melting can occur [77]. Research conducted by the offshore petroleum industry has suggested that this may be an issue for large diameter ropes subjected to large strain ranges [85, 76]. In the case of highly dynamic device motions, it is possible that mooring components will experience localised heating through snatch loading especially if the mooring lines are temporarily slack (i.e. the leeward lines of a moored device). The effect of snatch loading on synthetic materials has been well studied for other applications (including parachute cords [86], aircraft arresting systems [87] and recreational uses such as climbing and sailing [88]) and
hence occasional snatch loading should not result in damage provided that the working load limit of the rope is not exceeded.

3.3. Maintenance, inspection and decommissioning

Compared to chains and connecting hardware such as swivels, synthetic ropes are relatively maintenance-free if used correctly. Many different fibre rope mooring systems such as riser arch tethers (aramid and polyester), riser protection nets (aramid, HMPE and polyester) and mooring systems (polyester) have been in use for 20 years. Tests conducted on fibres from such systems after 12 years of service have demonstrated 96% residual strength and fibres used for several years have shown 100% residual strength [89, 90]. As part of a wider condition management programme for offshore equipment mooring systems [3, 91, 92], synthetic ropes are periodically inspected to assess if any damage has been sustained and to quantify residual life [45, 93, 94]. For synthetic ropes used in MRE applications, inspection intervals will depend on the material used and the loading conditions experienced by the mooring system. Detailed maintenance and inspection guidance for MRE devices has yet to be formulated and instead current certification guidelines either refer back to existing standards [48] or provide general advice on suitable intervals based on fatigue life calculations [49, 95]. Although developed for the offshore oil and gas industry, the DNV-RP-E304 *Damage assessment of fibre ropes for offshore mooring* guideline [94] and CI 2001-04 *International Guideline. Fiber Rope Inspection and Retirement Criteria* [93] provide comprehensive guidance on inspection procedures in the context of fatigue and damage mechanisms. Whilst a variety of approaches have been proposed for in-situ condition monitoring of internal rope elements [96, 97, 71, 98, 99], so far only prototypes have been trialled. In the first instance inspections are limited to visual checks using ROV equipment (and/or divers) with the lines in-situ or during line spooling. Clearly this only provides limited insight into the external condition of eyes, splices and load bearing components (such as bulging, wear through abrasion, cutting or chafing), and therefore internal damage could be hidden by marine growth or the protective jacket (if present). For MRE applications marine growth will not directly affect mooring ropes (unless hard-shelled species penetrate the rope interior), however a build-up of growth will increase the weight and drag of each line [3] which could adversely influence the response of the device. For this reason in latitudes where marine growth could be an issue, mitigation techniques for prevention (such as anti-fouling coatings [100]) or periodic removal may be necessary.

DNV-RP-E304 states that if damage is observed from visual checks then the rope must be recovered onto the deck of the work vessel for closer inspection. For taut-moored configurations a dive team would have to be used to disconnect the lower end of the line. For catenary configurations it may be possible to inspect the ropes if there is sufficient slack in the mooring lines (i.e. at low tide) without disturbing the anchors. For jacketed ropes, removal of the jacket (and filter if applicable) to inspect the internal rope components is only advised if protective measures can be reinstated prior to re-deployment. A methodology for estimating the remaining fatigue life and strength of ropes based on logging the number and scope of damaged load bearing components is outlined in Ref. [94]. A more explicit method to determine the residual strength of a rope is to carry out destructive testing on a sample length [93], such as load-to-failure tests or yarn-on-yarn abrasion testing [63]. By comparing with other rope components

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Durability</th>
<th>Nylon 6</th>
<th>Polyester</th>
<th>Vectran®</th>
<th>Aramid</th>
<th>HMPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ultraviolet light</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Average</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemicals</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abrasion</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creep</td>
<td>Average</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tension fatigue</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compression fatigue</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Good</td>
<td>Poor</td>
<td>Good</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Indicative durability of synthetic materials which could potentially be used for MRE mooring systems. The classifications; good, average and poor are taken from Refs. [17, 10, 44] and author experience (note: actual performance will depend on the rope construction and application).
### Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Nylon</th>
<th>PET</th>
<th>Amold</th>
<th>Heating Contact Elect</th>
<th>Contact Elect Heat</th>
<th>Carbonate</th>
<th>Other</th>
<th>PET</th>
<th>Nylon</th>
<th>MPE</th>
<th>EPE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Aspect</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| In order for the current MPE industry to reach a stage of maturity where the current price for generating electricity is lower than the cost of energy conversion, the MPE industry must be able to produce synthetic polymers that can be easily recycled and disposed of. In addition, the development of new, more efficient and cost-effective technologies for the production of synthetic polymers is also essential. The MPE industry must also be able to ensure that the production of synthetic polymers is environmentally sustainable and that the production processes do not result in significant environmental impacts.

### Conclusions

1. Synthetic materials are currently being used in a variety of applications, including in the aerospace, automotive, and construction industries. These materials offer a number of advantages over traditional materials, including improved performance, reduced weight, and lower costs. However, the production and disposal of synthetic materials also have significant environmental impacts, which must be taken into account when considerations are made about their use.

2. The development of new, more efficient and cost-effective technologies for the production of synthetic polymers is essential for the continued growth and success of the MPE industry. These technologies must be able to produce synthetic polymers that can be easily recycled and disposed of, and that do not result in significant environmental impacts.

3. The MPE industry must also be able to ensure that the production of synthetic polymers is environmentally sustainable, and that the production processes do not result in significant environmental impacts. This will require the development of new technologies and processes that are able to reduce the environmental impacts of synthetic polymers production.

4. The MPE industry must also be able to ensure that the production of synthetic polymers is economically viable, and that the production processes are able to produce synthetic polymers at a cost that is competitive with traditional materials. This will require the development of new technologies and processes that are able to reduce the costs of synthetic polymers production.

5. The MPE industry must also be able to ensure that the production of synthetic polymers is socially responsible, and that the production processes do not result in significant social impacts. This will require the development of new technologies and processes that are able to reduce the social impacts of synthetic polymers production.
For MRE devices requiring compliant mooring systems, it is likely that low modulus materials such as polyester and nylon will be used, with higher modulus materials such as HMPE, LCP and aramid used for taut-moored applications. In addition to the range of rope constructions commercially available, novel constructions are in development with efforts underway to determine the performance and long-term durability of these components. Considerable research has been conducted over the past two decades to determine the long-term performance of synthetic ropes through comprehensive test programmes and numerical model development, setting a precedent which has enabled confidence to be gained in their use as safety critical components. Some of this knowledge including particular guidance provided by offshore certification procedures is transferable to MRE mooring systems; however there are notable differences with this new application requiring careful consideration. Given the current state of the MRE sector it is understandable that a cautious approach to mooring system design which is reliant on practices developed for the oil and gas industry has been adopted. However to ensure that suitable MRE mooring systems are designed, specific testing and certification procedures need to be established which address the fundamental differences between these two applications.
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